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0 - My Naruto Ocs

Name Sora [sky]
Age 14
Gender Female
Hair Blonde long
Eyes green
Rank Chunnin





Name Akuma
Name means Evil
Eye color Blood red
Hair a Dark black long allways down or in a pigtail
Clothes very much like Kimimaros but black without sound ninja sign. Also she wears Sasori's Akatsuki
ring after he dies.
Blood line Able to remove her bones and shape them into weapons.
Family Kimimaro, the rest are dead.
Village Hidden in the mist.
Crush Not many people like her, because her clan killed a lot...

Bio When Akuma was born she caught a rare illness that kills ten million heathly cells in a year.Later
Akuma was a sound ninja, but she quit when her older brother Kimimaro joined. A year later she joined
the Akatsuki. After Sasori died she took his place....



Name Keseki
Age 18
Eye color Midnight blue
Hair color Dark brown and up
Clothes A red kimono and sandles underneath
Rank Unknow but very high
Village Sand
Family Sasori/brother Grandma Chido/grandmother Her mother and father are dead.
Freinds Deidara,Itachi, Gaara, and Termari
Crush Deidara... Sasori allways scolds her for hitting on him
Personally Rude uncaring Cocky.... Sometimes Nice .....



Weapons... Mostly a puppeter like Sasori and if there's no puppets with her she uses a sword.
Bio Her parents left her and sasori at a very young age.She was six at the time and Sasori was
eight.She and Sasori both missed them very much and they were told that their parents were on a very
long mission.They grew up and they still asked when their parents would be home.Keseki learned to use
puppets at a young age with Sasori and often she would cry by his side.Sasori keept her company untill
he left for the Akatsuki.She followed him secertivly and he never noticed... Untill she appeared at the
Akatsuki's headquaters with him.He and Keseki both entered the Akatsuki and began working for them...

Name Saria Uchiha
Age 17
Eye color light Blue
Hair color White



Clothes .... In the Pic....
Rank S Ranked Crimal
Village Mist
Family Itachi uchiha/step brother Sasuke uchiha/step brother
Friends Kisame, Itachi, Sakura, and Naruto
Crush dosn't have one
Personalty Shy nice cocky and emotionless other than that....
Bio She was born and raised in the mist village.she is a ninja from there and is the only female Uchiha
left.She is a solo S ranked crimal and won't put up with the Akatsuki.She Hates Itachi and Sasuke.
Sasuke annoys her and she mostly kills the Akatsuki members if she can.



Name: Miochi Hitoutsu
Age: 15



Village: He was born litterally while his parents were traveling. so no village in particular.Jutsu: he know's
a barrier jutsu that can enclose any jutsu so no jutsu can be used while someone's in the barrier (mainly
to block any jutsu, such as fire, water, wind, dissappearing jutsus, and explosions)chakra string plus
trigger bombs in his mind can create a net to hold the enemy in, any jutsu or movement through the net
cause the trigger bombs to go off he knows the fire ball jutsu.He knows special kicks like the Tornado
kick, the 540, and the swipe.. his most used combo is to run towards the enemy do a 540 then a swipe
for the head, when the enemy doges the first swipe he aims a low swipe to where the face would be, the
enemy would block that and then he'd tornado kick and in mid air grab the enemy's ankles, and use a
special blood line technique to sink his hands into the calves of the enemy and rip out their tendons
causing them to go insane from the pain and not being able to move their legs
Bloodline: He has an unknown blood limit with a special technique that allows the user to astroproject
themselves in other words he can walk through things like people and walls, and that's why he can pull
the tendons.



1 - The Uchiha Family

Name Arya Uchiha.
Age 14
Birth date Aug 30th
Eye color Black.
Hair color Light brown
Skills A very good Healer like Sakura
Family, Itachi Uchiha, Sasuke Uchiha and her mother and father are dead.
Clothing, Arya wears a black tank top and black shorts most of the time , she dosn't want anyone
knowing she's a Uchiha.
Akatsuki Ring Blue dragon
Bloodline The bloodline was not passed down to her.
Bio.... Arya was born in Konoha and her family was killed by Itachi at a young age. Throughout her life
she remembers fragments of memories that were lost. She is found most often at her home crying. She
doesn't trust a lot of ppl due to the massacre of her family and clan. Sasuke comforts her but does little
to help her with the memories.





Sasuke Uchiha
Age 16
Nin Rank Genin but he's higher than that trust me
Village hidden in the Leaf
Family Itachi Uchiha and his step-sister Arya Uchiha
Bloodline sharrigun
Eye color Black and red when in the sharrigun
Hair black
Clothes White muscle shirt and black pants [ clothes in shuuipdden]



Weapons Sword and his own Justu
Specail Features Cursed Seal

Name Saria Uchiha
Age 17
Eye color light Blue and red. Her eyes red for sharrigun.
Hair color White
Rank S Ranked Crimal
Village Mist
Bloodline Sharrigun
Family Itachi uchiha/step brother Sasuke uchiha/step brother
Friends Kisame, Itachi, Sakura, and Naruto
Crush dosn't have one
Personalty Shy nice cocky and emotionless other than that....
Bio She was born and raised in the mist village.she is a ninja from there and is the only female Uchiha
left.She is a solo S ranked crimal and won't put up with the Akatsuki.She Hates Itachi and Sasuke.
Sasuke annoys her and she mostly kills the Akatsuki members if she can.



Name Takuya
Age 15
Village Bara [Rose]
Race Human/demon
Demon hachi tailed lion [hachi, eight]
Gender male
Eye color Brown
Hair Color light brown in the summer and spring dark brown in the winter.
Rank Very high and has passed every rank test...
Friends Deidara/deceased Kyouji/alive Arya/alive and Sasori/alive



Family Arya/sister Saria/girlfriend mother/deceased father/deceased
Personaltity Cocky, Clever, careful,and emotionless in battle.

Name Saria Yagami
Age 17
Village Rain
Race Human
Gender female
Eye color Light blue and Black during fall and winter
Hair Color Blonde
Rank Chunnin
Friends Yight Yagami, Takuya, Kyouiji, and Arya
Faimly Light Yagami and Kyouiji Yagami
Family History. The yagami family had a problem just like the Uchiha family. Thier eyes turn black when
they use their family's justus.However not all of the family are able to use it. Light and Saria only are able
to. Light is able to explode and be poisioned. It is very usefull but it is hard to master.

Light Yagami
Age 18
Gender male
Village Rain
Rank ABNU
Eye color Light blue and black
Hair Blonde
Friends Arya and Saria
Family Saria kyouji
Crush Koran

Name Kyouji Yagami
Age 17
Village Bara
Gender Male
Race Human/demon
Demon Tora [tiger] Its name is Itaru
Eye and Hair Color Aka and Ao, Hair is shoulder height and is Chairo [Aka = Red,Ao = Blue and Chairo
= Brown.]
Rank Chunnin but he's much higher
Demon side affects...and Bio about Kyouji...
Kyouji was born in the leaf village and soon after was taken to the Bara village.He was separted from his
sister,who he thinks was Arya at the time.He was about five when the demon was sealed inside of
him.He knows nothing about Arya's demon or Naruto.His closest family was killed in battle and his older
brother nearly killed him.Kyouji's demon caused a major problem, a lust for power and killing.Unlike
Tsuki,Itaru kills anyone if brought out.



2 - List Of TaiJutsu,GenJutsu and NinJutsu and BloodLines

TaiJustu

Japanese name: Omote Renge
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai
A taijutsu technique performed by opening the first chakra gate, the open gate. It unfastens the control of
the brain, and enables a person to use his muscles at their limits. Because of that the user is granted
phenomenal high speed and power. But since it requires a lot of stamina it puts an unimaginable strain
on the muscles. Omote Renge is launched by a kick to the jaw and putting the opponent in the air. Using
bandages to hold the opponent, they are then spunned into the ground with extreme force.

Japanese name: Doton Shinjuu Zanshuu no Jutsu
Used by: Hatake Kakashi The user hides beneath the ground, and reaches up to grab their opponent.
The opponent is then pulled under the ground, up to their chin, allowing the head to be subject to more
powerful jutsu.

Japanese name: Gouken
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai
The hand-to-hand combat style which tries to break the enemy's bone and create external wounds. It
uses strength alone and causes damage to the outer body. It's an offensive-type of fighting which Lee
and Gai specializes in.

Leaf Spinning Wind Japanese name: Konoha Senpuu
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai
Used in Rock Lee’s combo fighting style, a powerful spinning kick aimed to knock the opponent
upwards. Similar to Leaf Violent Wind, but more powerful.

Lion Combo Japanese name: Shishi Rendan Used by: Uchiha Sasuke
A series of powerful punches and kicks, finished by knocking the opponent into the ground. Created
after Sasuke witnessed Rock Lee's Initial Lotus with his Sharingan.

All Direction, High Volume(many) Shuriken Firing Japanese name: Naruto Ninpocho, Shihou Hapou
Shuriken no Maki
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto
Technique created by Naruto which follows Kage Bunshin no Jutsu. All of the Clones throw shuriken
from all directions, creating a devastating attack.

Japanese name: Sennen Goroshi
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto, Hatake Kakashi
A technique where the user sneaks up behind his opponent, and performs a very powerful asspoke.
Sending them flying into the air.

Piercing Fang Japanese name: Gatsuuga



Used by: Inuzuka Kiba, Akamaru
A powerful taijutsu attack where the user spins towards the opponent with amazing speed, in an attempt
to cut and scratch them with claws, fangs, etc. In most cases, performed by two or more people/animals
at the same time.

Primary Lotus Japanese name: Ura Renge
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai
A forbidden jutsu performed by opening 3 chakra gates (releases the body's limits on muscle
usage/chakra flow). It puts a lot of strain on the body and muscles and is nearly a suicidal attack. It goes
beyond the speed and power of any other lotus technique. Continuous speed and high powered attacks
makes this devastating to any opponent. The power can increase even more by opening more chakra
gates, but the result is immobility of the user, due to torn muscle fibers.

Lotus Japanese name: Renge
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai
Renge, a series of high-speed hand-to-hand combat moves. Because of its high speed and power it
requires a lot of stamina and it strains the muscles.

Sand Shuriken Japanese name: Suna Shuriken
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
Wraps a thrown shuriken in sand, making it more powerful.
Drunken Fist Style Japanese name: Suiken Kempou
Used by: Rock Lee
This fighting style is extremely difficult to learn and master but in Rock Lee's case it is very natural.
The style consist of high speed unpredictable attacks on the opponent, the whole style is very laid back
and the user is usually seems to be messing around. They can pretend to be walking away, sleeping, or
just being idle. The attacks are very powerful and even the best Taijutsu master would have difficulty
dealing with the unpredictability of the whole fighting style.

Shadow Leaf Dance Japanese name: Kage Buyou
Used by: Rock Lee, Maito Gai, Uchiha Sasuke
A technique that first sends the opponent airborne while the user attaches to the opponent's shadow,
leaving the opponent vulnerable to stronger attacks.

Shadow Shuriken Japanese name: Kage Shuriken no Jutsu
Used by: Uchiha Sasuke
A technique which places a second shuriken in the shadow of a first (thrown) shuriken, confusing the
enemy.

Secondary Lotus Japanese name: Omote Renge
Used by: Rock Lee
Like Initial Lotus, it is a technique where the user uses bandages to wrap around the enemy and then
opening the Chakra gates spins the enemy at high speeds and then drops them into the ground.

The difference between this Secondary and Initial is the speed is slightly faster in the spinning and the
drop is much more powerful then Initial. This also puts a more extensive strain on the users body.



Uzumaki Naruto 2000 Combo Japanese name: Uzumaki Naruto Nisen Rendan
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto
Similar to the normal Uzumaki Naruto Rendan, it just uses a larger amount of clones, producing more
damage. Also comes in the 'Yonsen Rendan', which referes to the number 4000, simply means : more
clones.

Uzumaki Naruto Combo Japanese name: Uzumaki Naruto Rendan
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto
Naruto's version of Sasuke's Shishi Rendan. It's used in combination with the Kage Bunshin no Jutsu.
The clones surround the target and kick them upward into the air, Another clone then launches a clone
(or the real Naruto) into the air above the opponent and performs a very powerfull kick, smashing them
into the ground.

Initial Gate Japanese name: Kaimon
Used by: Maito Gai, Rock Lee, Hatake Kakashi
This technique releases the brain's limit on the strain of the muscles. This allows the user to have five
times the user's normal strength and for them to use Initial Lotus. Rock Lee used this to defeat Sasuke
before the Chuunin Exams and Kakashi also used this when climbing a cliff before he trained Sasuke for
the Chuunin Exams.

Match Punch Japanese name: Taren Ken
Used by: Sakon
A TaiJutsu attack at such a high speed it seems there is a thousand punches coming at the opponent.
The speed is so fast that it is impossible to tell where they direction of the main punch is coming from.

Rising Impact Palm Japanese name: Shou-Geki-Shou
Used by: Jiroubou
A powerful attack which involves focusing a lot of power into a uppercutting attack using ones palm. This
attack has enough power to even through the heavest opponents in the air

Boulder Strike Japanese name: Gan Geki
Used by: Jiroubou
A strong attack which can be used by Jiroubou when he has reached his cursed seal's second stage.
Just a strong punch just with a bigger body.

Tackle Charge Japanese name: Tokken
Used by: Jiroubou
Basically a strong charge, using ones backside and shoulders to apply an immense amount of pressure
against an object or a person.

Match Kick Japanese name: Taren Kyaku
Used by: Sakon
A powerfull high speed kick that hits the opponent in multiple places in an instant.

Leaf Great Spinning Wind Japanese name: Konoha Gouriki Senpuu
Used by: Maito Gai
A very powerful spinning kick that deals a great amount of damage to the target. It's basically just a



stronger version of the Leaf Spinning Wind.
Dynamic Entry Japanese name: Dainamikku Entorii

Used by: Maito Gai
A technique where the user will surprise the target and use all of their speed, strength, and agility into a
very powerful kick, It is most effective when the user performs a distraction and surprise the target from
behind.
Dynamic Action Japanese name: Dainamikku Akushon

Used by: Maito Gai
A very powerful and devastating technique where the user launches themself toward the target and
performs a barrage of high-speed kicks and punches.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Ninjutsu

Japanese name: Orioke no jutsu (sexy no jutsu)
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto, Konohamaru
One of Naruto's own original techniques. Basically it's henge no jutsu, but the user would transform into
a beautiful naked woman. This technique causes nosebleeds but sometimes it doesn't have any affect
on the opponent (perverts). But most people (mainly adult males of course) are affected. Even the Third
Hokage was defeated by it.

Harem skill Japanese name: Harem no jutsu
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto
This technique is another of Naruto's comical creations. It basically involves the use of sexy no jutsu and
kage bunshin no jutsu combined. Instead of just the one beautiful naked girl, there's a whole group or
just more of them. Hence the name Harem. This jutsu is more effective than the sexy no jutsu since 'this
causes more nosebleeds'.

Air Slicing Blast Japanese name: Zankuuha
Used by: Abumi Zaku
A device implanted in both arms of the user allows the control of supersonic sound waves and air
pressure. The device allows the currents to be concentrated in one place, and creates large blasts of air
shot from the palms.
Shuriken Shadow Replication Japanese name: Shuriken, Kage Bunshin no Jutsu

Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A technique that multiplies a thrown object into many exact replicas of the original. It's not just an
illusion, it creates real clones that all do real damage.

Armor of Sand Japanese name: Suna no Yoroi
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
Gaara's secondary defense, a thin layer of hard, protective sand that encloses around his entire body.
This technique uses up a lot of chakra and also adds a considerable amount of weight to Gaara's body



mass.
Beast Human Clone Japanese name: Juujin bunshin
Used by: Inuzuka Kiba, Akamaru, other members of the Inuzuka clan
Basically the animal turns into an exact replica of the human and it also works vice-versa.

Body substitute skill Japanese name: Kawarimi no jutsu
Used by: Most Shinobi
It's implied in the name. The user switches his or her body with a plant, animal or anything for that
matter. This is used to escape dangerous situations such as many sharp projectiles being flung at the
person. Sometimes you can damage your opponent with this attack even.

Dance of the Crescent moon Japanese name: Mikazuki no mai
Used by: Gekkou Hayate
A sword technique which creates two clones that attack simultaneously to confuse the opponent.

Demonic Soul Sealing Technique Japanese name: Fuuinjutsu Shiki Fuujin
Used by: Sandaime Hokage, Yondaime Hokage
A sealing jutsu. Summons Death himself, which joins with the actions of the user. The Death Lord
reaches into a outline of a soul infront of him which is actually the summoner. When the user grabs the
enemy, Death extends his hand through the soul outline and comes out from the stomach of the
summoner. Death's hand goes into the enemy's stomach where from it literally rips the soul out. After
the soul is pulled back into the user, the user says "Fuuin" which means "Seal" in english and this
completes the seal of the soul in the user's body. This can be used until the user runs out of energy, and
since it is a sealing jutsu, there is a price. The user pays the price with his life, which death devours. The
souls of both the user and the target are kept in the belly of the summoning, and are enemies for all
eternity. Apparently if the soul is not completely extracted from the body, Death can cut part of it and
seal just the part which he has grasped. In Orochimaru's case this was his arms, which are now lifeless
and unusable.

Dead Soul Skill Japanese name: Shikon no Jutsu
Used by: Yakushi Kabuto
A jutsu which causes a dead bodies heart to beat for a few minutes. In this time, the user can move
dead bodies, to act as targets or diversions.

Demon Monkey King Summoning Japanese name: Kyuchiyose - Enkouou Enma
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A Jutsu that summons King Enma (Demon Monkey). Enma is also able to transform into the
'Thunderbolt Staff'

Desert coffin Japanese name: Sabaku kyuu
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
This jutsu is uses sand to wrap around the victim's body and render them immobile. It can also kill the
person by suffocation.

Desert graveyard Japanese name: Sabaku SouSou
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
This technique uses chakra to control sand and have it wrap around the victim's body. The sand then



squeezes the victim's body and kills them instantly

Double Snake Assassination Japanese name: Souja sousai no jutsu
Used by: Mitarashi Anko, Orochimaru
This technique is a murder-suicide technique. Both the opponent and the user must die. This is also why
it is treated as a forbidden jutsu.

Earth Element, Earth Rising Wall Japanese name: Doton Doryuuheki
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A jutsu which when performed, allows the user to spew mud from their mouth, which grows into a large
wall or hard earthen material. This wall is able to block most other jutsus, and its extremely durable.
Evil Sealing Method Japanese name: Fuuja Houin

Used by: Hatake Kakashi
Negates the effects of the curse seal, making it much weaker. It the subject cannot contain their
emotions, the seal becomes active again.
Fire Element, Fire Dragon Flame Blast Japanese name: Katon, Karyuu Endan
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A jutsu that sends a stream of fire towards the opponent, in the shape of a large dragon, from the users
mouth.
Fire Element, Grand Fireball Technique Japanese name: Katon, Goukakyuu no Jutsu
Used by: Uchiha Sasuke, Uchiha Itachi
A technique where the user builds up chakra in their chest and blows a large ball of fire from their mouth.
Fire Element, Phoenix Fire Technique Japanese name: Katon, Housenka no Jutsu
Used by: Uchiha Sasuke, Uchiha Itachi
A technique where the user blows multiple fire balls from his mouth. It can also be combined with
throwing weapons, which creates weapons engulfed in flames.

Five Element Seal Japanese name: Gogyo Fuuin
Used by: Orochimaru
This jutsu is performed by Orochimaru on Naruto while in the forest of death. Using an odd-numbered
seal on top of the even-numbered Kyuubi seal, the original Kyuubi seal is strengthened. As a result,
Naruto becomes unable to control his chakra, and is unable to tap into his demon fox chakra.
Five Element Unsealer Japanese name: Gogyo Kaiin
Used by: Jiraiya
This jutsu nullifies the Five Element Seal. Jiraiya used it to destroy the

Five Element Seal attached to Naruto's stomach by Orochimaru. Allowing him to once again control his
chakra, and tap into the chakra of the Kyuubi.
Four Image Seal Japanese name: Shisou Fuuin
Used by: Yondaime Hokage
The seal that Yondaime used to lock the Kyuubi inside Naruto's Stomach.
Four Man Purple Flame Array Japanese name: Shishienjin
Used by: Sakon, Jiroubou, Kidoumaru,Tayuya
A co-operation, 4 person jutsu, creates a large purple box shaped barrier used to surround people or
battles. Anything that touches the barrier bursts into purple flame.



Hidden Mist Skill Japanese name: Kirigakure no Jutsu
Used by: Momochi Zabuza
A highly effective cover technique. Blankets an area in a thick fog, confusing the senses of the enemy.
Hidden Snake Hands Japanese name: Senai Jashuu
Used by: Orochimaru, Mitarashi Anko
A summoning jutsu that brings snakes into the sleeve of the user, which can move out and
attack/grapple anything they want to.
Immortality Skill Japanese name: Furou Fushi no Jutsu
Used by: Orochimaru
A jutsu that grants the user the ability to project his soul into the world, anchoring the spirit. The user can
then find a new body, take control of it, and once again become young. It is a reincarnation ability.

Summoning Reanimation Japanese name: Kuchiyose Edo Tensei
Used by: Orochimaru
A very high level and forbidden summoning skill. The user summons the bodies of the person/people he
prefers in wooden boxes with their name on it. After the bodies are summoned the summoner must
insert kunais knifes into the summoned bodies. These knives nullify the summoned person's soul and
give control of the soul to the summoner.

For this summoning human sacrifices must be made so that the soul of those whom were sacrificed can
tie the summoned to this world. One person must be killed for one summoned person. Two for two and
so on.

Lightning Edge/Chidori Japanese name: Raikiri/Chidori
Used by: Hatake Kakashi, Uchiha Sasuke
A secret move for assassination purposes. Its secret lies in the speed of the thrust, and the activation of
the body to generate a large amount of Chakra. He then concentrates that large amount into the
thrusting arm and rushes towards the opponent. This ability causes the body to speed up, and therefore
making the attack more deadly. It emits a distinct chirping sound similar to a thousand birds (=Chidori)
chirping. It's Kakashi's only original move, and it's said that he once cut through lightning with it, hence
its alias: Lightning Edge. Since straight movement is easily countered by the opponent, it's used in
combination with the Sharingan.

Mind Body Switch Skill Japanese name: Shintenshin no Jutsu
Used by: Yamanaka Ino
Allows the user to send its spirit energy into another body, and control them. The spirit energy travels
slowly, and if it misses, it takes a good amount of time to return to the body. Any damage done to the
target while the jutsu is in effect, is also done to the users body. Primarily used for spying, and lasts
about 5 minutes

Puppet Skill Japanese name: Kugutsu no Jutsu
Used by: Kankuro
Uses a doll as a weapon for combat. The doll is controlled by thin, almost invisible strings that chakra
flows down. The chakra brings the doll 'to life', and can be used to switch places with the user, attack, or
hide itself as another person.

Raining Needles Japanese name: Jouro Senban



Used by: Shigure, Aoi Rokusho, and some other Hidden Rain Shinobi
A barrage of needles that are sent flying at the opponent from a hidden place inside an umbrella. The
needles are then controlled using Chakra and directed at the enemy.

Sand Clone Technique Japanese name: Suna bunshin no jutsu
Used by: Gaara of the Desert, and most likely other people from the Hidden Sand village
Creates clones of the caster of the jutsu from sand. This is capable of attacking. However, when it is
attacked and hit, it doesn't disappear. This makes it one of the most powerful and advanced types of the
bunshin. But it's useless as a decoy because it takes on the appearance and color of sand. Shadow
Clone Technique Japanese name: Kage Bunshin no Jutsu Used by: Uzumaki Naruto, Sandaime
Hokage, Yondaime Hokage, Ebisu, Hatake Kakashi, Orochimaru, Uchiha Itachi, Konohamaru, and other
jounin level shinobi
Unlike the regular Bunshin no Jutsu, Kage Bunshins fight back. It's not just an illusion, it creates real
clones. The power and chakra of the user is evenly devided among the clones depending on how many
there are. This makes it impossible to decipher which is the real body. If a clone recieves a direct hit, the
clone will disappear. This is treated as a forbidden jutsu but many advanced shinobi still know and use it.
It is mainly a jounin level technique.

Shadow Bind Technique Japanese name: Kage Mane no Jutsu
Used by: Nara Shikamaru, Nara Shikato
The Kage Mane gives the user the ability to control the enemy's movement by connecting his own
shadow to the target's shadow. The opponent is then forced to move exactly like the user. To get the
opponent in his shadow, the user is able to change his shadows shape and extend it. This technique
was originally meant to delay the enemy.

Shield of Sand Japanese name: Suna no Tate
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
A large amount of sand, stored within the gourd, will automatically move and protect Gaara from any
harm by becoming a solid wall. Gaara is unable to control this reaction, and the sand has a hard time
keeping up with faster enemies. This isn't Gaara's absolute defence and can still be overcome with brute
force

Sphere of Sand Japanese name: Suna no Tama
Used by: Gaara of the Desert
A large amount of sand completely surounds Gaara in a sphere shape. In order for Gaara to still see his
opponent he uses his Third Eye to track his opponent's movement. Gaara's Sphere of Sand is not all
about defence, it can also form spikes to come out and counter an incoming attack. This skill is also
used when Gaara is transforming into Shukaka and can be used while Gaara is airborne.

Dust Wind Japanese name: Ninpou Fuusajin
Used by: Temari
A jutsu that uses Tamari’s fan to blow a huge gust of wind which gathers sand on objects in the path.
The technique can also send dirt into the opponent’s eyes to blind them temporaraly. It can also deflect
small objects such as shuriken.

Tile Shuriken Japanese name: Ninpou, Kawara Shuriken
Used by: Sandaime Hokage



Tiles near the user are transformed into usable shuriken. They become spinning tiles, controlled from a
distance by using chakra. The Third Hokage used this technique on Orochimaru while fighting on a
traditional Japanese tile roof.
Earth Element, Tracking Fang Skill Japanese name: Doton, Tsuiga no Jutsu
Used by: Hatake Kakashi
An earth type technique used in combination with Kuchiyose no Jutsu. A variety of Ninja Dogs is
summoned who'll burrow themselves underground and track down the opponent. When found, the Ninja
Dogs burst from the ground and take hold of the opponent's body. The opponent becomes unable to
move, and is left wide open for larger scale jutsu. These dogs can also be summoned one at a time to
track down an opponent.

Transformation skill Japanese name: Henge no jutsu
Used by: All shinobi
A basic shinobi skill. Transforms the user into another different appearance. Whether they transform into
another person or turn into a material thing such as a shuriken, doesn't matter.

Ultimate Air Slicing Blast Japanese name: Zankuu kyokuha
Used by: Abumi Zaku
A device implanted in both arms of the user (usually from the palms) allows the control of super sonic
sound waves an air pressure. The device allows the currents to be concentrated in one place, and
creates large blasts of air shot from the palms. This is a more powerful blast than the Zankuuha.

Water clone Japanese name: Mizu bunshin no jutsu
Used by: Momochi Zabuza, Hatake Kakashi, Hoshigaki Kisame, and most likely other people from the
Hidden Mist village
Creates clones composed of water. When hit, it automatically dissolves and returns back into shapeless
water. This one is capable of attacking. The clone has 1/10 of the power of the original. It can only be
controlled while still in a certain radius of the user.

Water Element, Explosion Skill Japanese name: Suiton Daibakufu no Jutsu
Used by: Momochi Zabuza, Hatake Kakashi
Sends a large spinning pillar of water towards the opponent. Can only be performed when near a
moderately large water source, and uses a large amount of chakra. It's a devastating jutsu.
Water Element, Water Barrier Wall Japanese name: Suiton, Suijinheki
Used by: Nidaime Hokage, Hatake Kakashi
The user creates a large wall of water. A defence to protect the user from an offensive attack. There
must be a nearby source of water to perform, however, The Second Hokage was able to perform it by
spitting water out the mouth. He used it to block a fire-type attack.

Water Element, Water Dragon Blast Japanese name: Suiton, Suiryuudan no Jutsu
Used by: Momochi Zabuza, Hoshigaki Kisame, Hatake Kakashi, Nidaime Hokage
Creates a large dragon shape formed from a large amount of spinning water. The dragon form is sent
towards the user's opponent for a powerful attack. This jutsu can only be performed when near a large
amount of water.

Water Prison Skill Japanese name: Suirou no Jutsu
Used by: Momochi Zabuza, Hoshigaki Kisame



Creates a large sphere of water, that holds the opponent inside it. The prison is difficult to escape, yet,
the drawback is that the user must keep contact with the sphere to keep the prison working.

Wind Blade Japanese name: Kaze no Yaiba
Used by: Baki
Creates a blade of wind, that is impossible to block. Requires no tool to perform.

Ninja Arts, Genesis of Rebirth Japanese name: Ninpou, Souzou Saisei
Used by: Tsunade
The user stores unused chakra. This chakra becomes compressed and sealed away in the body. When
in need, the user can bring forth the stored charka for whatever purpose he or she wants it for.In
Tsunade's case, she uses the stored chakra to instantly heal herself. Not only can the stored chakra
heal every single organ in her body, it can also regenarate tissue that was destroyed. Tsunade also
comments that because this technique uses her chakra to regenarate, she will "never die in
battle."Shizune comments in her mind that there actually IS a limit to how much Tsunade can
regenarate. She also lets us know that "to hasten healing is to shorten one's lifespan!"

Poison Gas Japanese name: Doku Gasu
Used by: Shizune
The user breathes a large amount of Posion gas from there mouth, and anyone the breathes it in will be
instantly Posioned.

Rasengan Japanese name: Rasengan
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto, Jiraiya, Yondaime Hokage
A very powerful "Hokage level" technique that was created by the Fourth Hokage. The user swirls the air
and chakra in their hand into a sphere, and molds it with Chakra.They then attack the opponent with it,
which will usally causes them to go flying backwords, spinning around.Sometimes the attack will burn
the opponent where they are hit by it.

Summoning Technique Japanese name: Kuchiyose No Jutsu
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto, Orochimaru, Sandaime Hokage, Tsunade, Hatake Kakashi, Jiraiya, Maito
Gai, Temari, Kidoumaru
The users signs a blood contract with the animal summoning, then with the correct seals they can
summon the animal. There are many kinds of creatures that can be summoned, Snakes, Toads, Slugs,
Monkeys, Dogs, Turtles, Spiders.
Acid of 1000 fangs Japanese name: Zeshi Nensan
Used by: Kitsuii
The user spits acid from the mouth, which will melt anything that it hits.
Toad Flame Bomb Japanese name: Gamayo Emudan
Used by: Gamabunta, Jiraiya
This is a Combonation technique. Gamabunta spits oil from his mouth, and Jiraiya Shoots flames from
his mouth at the Oil, which creates a wave of Fire that burns everything in it's path and explodes on
impact.
Chakra Absorption Technique Japanese name: Chakra Kyuuin no Jutsu
Used by: Akadou Yoroi
This jutsu allows the user to absorb the opponent's chakra by putting his palm on the enemy. To activate
this extraordinary ability the user has to concentrate a considerable amount of chakra into his hand,



making a soft blue flame appear around it. The greatest disadvantage of this ability is that the user has
to make contact in order to drain chakra. Only Akadou Yoroi seems to possess this.

Summoning, Rashoumon Japanese name: Kuchiyose, Rashoumon
Used by: Sakon, Orochimaru
A summoning technique used soley for defence. This ultimate defence technique protects the user from
a powerfull head-on attack. It looks like a giant temple with a huge gate and demonface embedded in it.
It is capable of stopping even the strongest attacks known in ninjutsu. Unlike the regular Kuchiyose No
Jutsu there's no animal being summoned.

Earth Barrier Clay Prison Japanese name: Doroudomo Doten Kekkai
Used by: Jiroubou
A earth elemental ninjutsu attack in which the user pummels his hands into the ground and forms a
dome around the enemy. The doA earth elemental ninjutsu attack in which the user pummels his hands
into the ground and forms a dome around the enemy. The dome is a barrier which stops them from
attacking but at the same time sucks up the enemies chakra. Due to the area in which it spans it has
some vulnerable spots which chakra flow is not flowing to, in which case the enemy can focus their
attacks at this certain point to break through.me is a barrier which stops them from attacking but at the
same time sucks up the enemies chakra. Due to the area in which it spands it has some vulnarable
spots which chakra flow is not flowing to, in which case the enemy can focus their attacks at this certain
point to break through.

Mud Cannonball Japanese name: Dango Dotonidoryo
Used by: Jiroubou
An earth elemental attack in which the user uses chakra to grasp a huge amount of land mass, and then
forms it into a huge boulder and then hurls it at the enemy.

Ninja Arts, Spider Web Opening Japanese name: Ninpou, Kumo Soukai
Used by: Kidoumaru
A counterattack in which Kidoumaru uses his chakra to form a huge web, to stop and trap opponent(s)
who are after him. Once his opponent(s) are trapped they're vulnerable to any type of jutsu and attack.

Ninja Arts, Spider Web Bind Japanese name: Ninpou, Kumo Shibari
Used by: Kidoumaru
Another type of attack which Kidoumaru uses to trap an opponent. He spurts out a web mixed with
chakra to bind the enemy to a surface, and keep him there. Since the web is enforced by chakra, it's
extremely hard to break.
Ninja Arts, Golden Spider Spikes Japanese name: Ninpou, Kumo Nenkin
Used by: Kidoumaru
A part from his normal sticky webbing, Kidoumaru is also able to create a stronger golden webbing. Just
like his normal webbing it is spit out of his mouth. Since this type of webbing hardens upon contact with
oxygen multiple kunai can be created from it. Due to the chakra put forth into the attack they can cut
through anything.

Spider Cohesive Bacteria Japanese name: Kumo Nenkin
Used by: Kidoumaru
A part from his normal sticky webbing, Kidoumaru is also able to create a stronger golden webbing. Just



like his normal webbing it is spit out of his mouth, but this type of webbing hardens upon contact with
oxygen to a metal-like substance. It is formed into a spike to stab through the enemy.

Golden Spider Thread Japanese name: Kumo Nenkin
Used by: Kidoumaru
This is the thread of his webs. This is in his bodies system and runs through all over his body. He is able
to use it for offence and of course Defense as well. When people break through and hit him he can use
this as a way to defend his body much like the armor of sand which Gaara uses.It is a metal which
instantly solified and then blocks chakra once air touches it.ThThis is the thread of his webs. This is in
his bodies system and runs through all over his body. He is able to use it for offence and of course
Defense as well. When people break through and hit him he can use this as a way to defend his body
much like the armor of sand which Gaara uses.It is a metal which instantly solidifies and then blocks
chakra once air touches it.

Ninja Art, Sickling Winds Japanese name: Ninpou Kamaitachi
Used by: Temari
This technique needs a fan to be performed. The user waves the fan to create the wind wave and than
utilizes his/her own chakra to give the wind sharpness which can cut through most materials.

Ninja Arts, Toad Mouth Eclosure Japanese name: Ninpou, Gamaguchi Shibari
Used by: Jiraiya
A technique in which Jiraiya turns his surroundings into the inside of a toad's stomach. There is no way
out or in unless the Divine Illumination ninjutsu is used inside the toad's stomach. The stomach can
crush, grab, and also protect when controlled by Jiraiya. This technique has almost a 90 percent chance
of death, just like Gaara's Desert Graveyard.

Fire Element, Dragon Fire Technique Japanese name: Katon Ryuuka no Jutsu
Used by: Uchiha Sasuke, Uchiha Obito
A powerfull technique which will surround the user by flames. Out of those flames comes a very
powerfull beam of fire.

Puppet Play, Secret Technique - Darkness Attack Japanese name: Karakuri Engeki, Kuro Higi Ippatsu
Used by: Kankuro
This is a extremely devastating technique in which the enemy is caught by a puppet, and inside is
decapitated and killed. This is a 100% death technique and is much like Desert Funeral except this attck
is done by puppets.

Desert Avalanche Japanese name: Ryusa Bakuryu
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
This technique focuses chakra into the sand thus bringing a huge mass of sand creating a avalanche of
sand which completely engulfs the enemy, suffocating them and drowning them in sand.
Desert Rain Japanese name: Suna Shigure
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
Desert rain is another way of creating the Sabaku Sousou, it gathers sound in the air which then targets
in on the opponent from all the angles. This can also be used as just another attack by hardening and
then going through the enemy.



Supreme Absolute Defense Sheild of Shukaku Japanese name: Saikou Zettai Bougyo Shukaku No Tate
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
A highly powerful defense technique in which Gaara summons a mini like sand sculpture of Shukaku
which blocks any type of attack. Though this technique requires a lot of chakra it does make a very
strong defense technique.
Desert Requiem Japanese name: Sabaku Taisou
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
Following the Bakuryu Ryusa, it compacts the sand thus crushing the enemies in a huge amount of
sand.

Spinning Whirl Japanese name: Kirikiri
Used by: Temari
A summon of a ferret like creature who has a huge scythe in one arm and floating scythes around it. It
then spins them in a huge a fast whirl of whine and blades cutting up and blowing down anything which
is in its path.

Desert Prison Japanese name: Sabakurou
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
This attack is much like the desert coffin, except on a bigger scale. A very big scale in which Gaara uses
a mass amount of sand to create a huge like Shukaku type of claw which then wraps around the
opponents and then crushes them with extreme force.

Power of Human Sacrifice Japanese name: Jinchuuriki
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
This is a jutsu in which a user seals a demon into a human women before giving birth to a child. This
technique kills the women who bares the child and the child is embedded with the demon they sealed
into the child.

Shadow Strangulation Technique Japanese name: Ninpou,Kage Kubi Shibari no jutsu
Used by: Nara Shikamaru, Nara Shikato
A technique which uses the Shadow Bind skill and uses the shadow to create shadow like hands which
can grasp and choke the enemy to death.

Fire Element, Fire Dragon Missile Japanese name: Karyuudan
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A mixed elemental technique which follows up the Earth Elemental, Dragon missile. The user then spits
out a flame of fire to engulf the earth missiles to turn them into fire missiles and bombard the opponent.

Earth Element, Earth Dragon Missile Japanese name: Doton, Doryuudan
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A technique that follows up the Earth River Slide technique, a shape of a dragon is pulled out of the mud
in which the dragon opens it's mouth and then spits missiles made out of mud to hit the opponent. This
technique is usually followed up by Karyuudan.

Earth Element, Moving Land River Japanese name: Doton, Doryuu Taiga
Used by: Sandaime Hokage
A earth elemental technique, which forms a mud land slide which then pushes the enemy back and then



stops them from moving with the pressure of the out going mud direction. This technique is usally the
beggening to the Earth Element, Dragon Missile attack

Water Element, Water Wave Japanese name: Suiton, Suishouha
Used by: Nidaime Hokage
A jutsu which creates water out of no where and then thrases it all over the place drowning the opponent
and slamming them into solid surfaces. The attack requires a high ammount of chakra to be performed.

Summon Spider Queen Japanese name: kuchiyose Kyodaigumo
Used by: Kidoumaru
A summon technique that summons the queen of the spiders who then gives birth to thousands of baby
spiders, which then attack the opponent.

Earth Wall Land Flip Japanese name: Doton Doruki Gaeshi
Used by: Jiroubou
A technique where a user hits the ground and flips the ground to create a wall to defend from an attack.
Earth Barrier Raging Wave Japanese name: n/a
Used by: Jiroubou
A jutsu in which the user shoots a specific amount of chakra at a specific direction under the ground to
destroy the land an opponent is currently standing on and blow them back with debris of rock and sand.

Giant Ball Rasengan Japanese name: Odama Rasengan
Used by: Uzumaki Naruto
A much larger and stronger version of the Rasengan. This technique requires an extremely large
amount of chakra to create. That's the reason why the technique was created by Naruto. Only his
extremely large amount of chakra can form the Odama Rasengan. Using a shadow clone, Naruto forms
a large sphere of compressed chakra in his hands, then by tapping into his Kyuubi chakra he creates a
bigger and stronger Rasengan. When the opponent is hit with the Odama Rasengan, it not only has the
effects of the ordinary Rasengan, it also creates an explosion among impact. Dealing even more
damage to the target.

Iron Sand Japanese name: Sotetsu
Used by: Sandaime Kazekage, Akasun Sasori
A very powerful technique created and used by the Third Kazekage. This technique is said to be the
most feared technique in the history of the Hidden Sand Village, and granted the Third Kazekage the
title of strongest Kazekage to date. It's also said that a similar skill was used by hosts of the Shukaku
Sand Spirit. The Third Kazekage was able to use it because of his rare magnetic chakra, which allowed
him to control and shape the Iron Sand at will. Since the Iron Sand can be summoned and emited from
the mouth at any time, and the user can form it into any industructable weapon they can think of, it's truly
an ability to be feared. Sasori came to wield this power after defeating the Hidden Sand Village's
Sandaime, and turning him into a human puppet.

Iron Sand Rain Japanese name: Sotetsu Shigure
Used by: Sandaime Kazekage, Akasun Sasori
Using the Iron Sand technique, the user forms the Iron Sand into small piercing needles. The iron
needles can then be controlled and redirected at the opponent by using the user's magnetic chakra. The
best way to survive this type of attack is to dodge all of the incoming projectiles.



Iron Sand World Japanese name: Sotetsu Kaihou
Used by: Sandaime Kazekage, Akasun Sasori
Using the Iron Sand technique. The user can create a huge area of spikes, piercing almost anything in
its path. When Sasori used this technique he mixed poison with the Iron Sand. If someone gets even
scratched by the poisoned sand spikes, their body goes numb. They'll stop moving almost instantly, and
they'll die within three days unless an antidote is administered.

Chakra Barrier Japanese name: Chakra no Tate
Used by: Chiyo
A technique presumably used by more than one puppet master. We saw Chiyo use this technique in her
fight against Sasori. By turning one of her arms into a puppet she's able to emit a chakra shield from
fanned out panels in the puppet arm. Altough it can block most attacks, the puppet's joints can be
gummed up. Sasori used the Third Kazekage's Iron Sand to gum up the joints and immobilize the
puppet.

The Third Eye Japanese name: Daisan no Me
Used by: Gaara of The Desert
The user creates an eye out of sand through which he can clearly see. This technique is used when the
user doesn't want to be seen, or just can't see something with his own eyes. It's basically used for
spying, or attacking an opponent while in defence. Gaara uses it to see outside of his Sphere of Sand.
And he also used it to cheat the written test of the chuunin exam. Gaara is presumably the only Shinobi
that uses this technique.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Genjutsu

Japanese name: Kokuangyou no Jutsu
Used by: Nidaime Hokage
Creates an illusion of complete darkness over the battlefield. It traps the opponent into absolute
darkness, where they can see nothing but their own body. The person/people trapped inside the
genjutsu cannot see the user if the user decides to attack, therefore defending one's self is extremely
hard.
Clone Technique Japanese name: Bunshin no Jutsu
Used by: Most Shinobi
Everyone is required to know this. Requirement to Graduate as a Gennin. This is a basic jutsu. It creates
illusions of the caster, in other words: clones. These are basic clones that aren't real. If they are hit by
something, they automatically disappear.

Haze Clone Technique Japanese name: Oboro Bunshin no Jutsu
Used by: Oboro, Mubi, Kagari
The clones created by this technique are not real. They might have weapons with them and those aren't
real either. When a clone is hit, it turns into a gooey substance which can either retake it's original form
or just fade away. This technique is used in collaboration with people in the background. The clone will
act like it throws a kunai knife, when in actuality, the user of the skill will throw a Real kunai knife.



Release Japanese name: Kai
Used by: Shinobi with strong chakra control ability
A jutsu that destroys/cancels out an illusionary jutsu attempted on the user. Only Shinobi with strong
chakra control (such as Sakura) can perform. The user releases a large amount of chakra then quickly
haults it. The Genjutsu is usualy dispelled after that, depending on how strong the skill is.

Body freeze skill Japanese name: Kanashibari no jutsu
Used by: Orochimaru, Hatake Kakashi, Anbu
Used to immobilize enemies. It submits an extremely large amount of fear into the target, Usually the
fear of dying in battle. They picture their own death. The fear stops them and freezes them in their
tracks.

Illusion Harmony Japanese name: n/a
Used by: Tayuya
A genjutsu attack in which the user makes the opponent be strapped down by many chains and makes
then think they are melting and being ripped apart.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Bloodlines

Japanese name: Byakugan
Used by: Hyuuga Neji, Hyuuga Hinata, Hyuuga Hizashi, Hyuuga Hiashi, and other members of the
Hyuuga clan.
Byakugan, one of the Bloodline Limits the Hyuuga clan possesses. It’s a jutsu activated in the eyes,
much like the Sharingan. But if we look at its ability of insight alone, it exceeds the sharingan. This jutsu
allows the user's vision to see a full 360 degrees. Byakugan also has the ability to view the inner coil
system of a person's body, and in advanced cases, the chakra holes. Because of this, Byakugan is used
in combination with Hyuuga’s Style Taijutsu. Attacking the inner organs, disabling or even killing their
opponent, without even hitting them.

Cursed Seal Skill (Hyuuga) Japanese name: Juin Jutsu (Hyuuga)
Used by: Hyuuga Hiashi
A jutsu unique to the Hyuuga Clan. The seal is used upon the Hyuuga Clan's Branch house children at a
very young age. It’s an absolute fear of death that the Main House forces onto the Branch House. The
cursed seal symbolizes a caged bird and marks those who are bound within an inescapable destiny. It
can easily destroy a Branch family member’s brain cells when acitvated. The seal will only dissapear
after he’s death, sealing up the Byakugan ability. Its meaning referes to the fact that the Branch family
only lives to protect the Head family and it does not allow the Branch family to go against the Head
family. It’s an efficient system to protect Hyuuga’s Bloodline Limit, the Byakugan, forever.

Cursed Seal Skill (Orochimaru) Japanese name: Juin Jutsu (Orochimaru)
Used by: Orochimaru
A jutsu unique to Orochimaru. Small marks are formed on the neck, caused by a bite from Orochimaru.
The victim is put through intense physical and mental torture, in which they usually fall unconscious. If



the victim is strong enough to survive the 9/10 chance of death, they are infused with the 'power' of the
cursed seal. Its power, is in fact a forbidden jutsu, that becomes active during chakra usage. The mark
on the neck grows and spreads across the victim’s body, forcing chakra to come out and at the same,
making the person stronger. They lose control of their body, becoming controlled by Orochimaru, or
driven into madness.

Divination Field, 64 Strikes Japanese name: Hakke Rokujuu Yonshou
Used by: Hyuuga Neji, Hyuuga Hiashi, Hyuuga Hinata
Using a highly advanced form of Byakugan, the user is able to see the chakra holes on a person's body.
And by using Hyuuga’s Taijutsu Style, he then closes all main chakra holes with quick blows, stopping
the flow of chakra through one's body.

Divination Field, Heavenly Spin
Japanese name: Hakke Shou Kaiten
Used by: Hyuuga Neji, Hyuuga Hiashi
Another 'absolute defense'. At the exact moment when a blow is landed on the body, large amounts of
chakra are expelled from the chakra holes around the body. With that force, the user’s body spins like a
top. The combined efforts of the released chakra and the spin, first deflect the attack, then throw the
opponent backwards.

Hyuuga Style Taijutsu (Gentle Fist) Japanese name: Jyuuken
Used by: Members of the Hyuuga clan.
Hyuuga’s special jyuken-type hand-to-hand combat style, passed down from generation to generation.
It causes damage by releasing chakra from the chakra hole in your hand, directly damaging the
opponents Inner Coils System. It’s used in combination with the Byakugan since the inner coils
system’s tenkutsus can’t be seen without some kind of special eyes. Even the most subtle blow can
prove to be devastating.

Meat Tank Japanese name: Nikudan Sensha
Used by: Akimichi Chouji
Used after Multi Size no Jutsu. This sends the enlarged body into a powerful ball capable of tearing the
opponent apart, but it uses up a lot of calories and chakra.

Secret Skill, Demonic Ice Mirrors Japanese name: HiJutsu, Makyou HyouShou
Used by: Haku
Using this special jutsu, the user creates a prison of mirrors made from ice around his opponent(s). The
mirrors allow the user to transport between them at high speeds, or reflect themselves into all the
mirrors. It is nearly impossible to see the user's movement between mirrors, so there is llittle danger of
being hit. The speed of the user also makes it near impossible to dodge the attacks. From the user's
point of view, the opponent(s) seems to be moving in slow motion.

Secret Skill, Flying Water Needles Japanese name: HiJutsu, Sensatsu Suishou
Used by: Haku
A jutsu that freezes water into the shape of extremely sharp needles, which proceed to home in on the
opponent. The needles crush the opponent in a sphere of needles, ripping their body apart. A user must
be near water to perform this jutsu.



Secret Tree Element Technique, Tree-World Construction Japanese name: Mokuton Hijutsu, Jukai
Koutan
Used by: Shodaime Hokage
A secret jutsu only the First Hokage can use, it uses chakra to be converted into a source of life and
enables the user to control plant life and create large plants to be used as a barrier. It's a jutsu only used
by the 1st, the man who put an end to an era of wars and created Konoha.

Sharingan Japanese name: Sharingan
Used by: Hatake Kakashi, Uchiha Sasuke, Uchiha Itachi, Uchiha Obito
A pupil born technique, which allows the user to do to a large number of things. The Sharingan's first
and most well known ability is to memorize any technique that it is a witness to, as well as register the
movements of opponents. Second, it is able to hypnotize the opponent, giving an advantage to the user.
It can also suggest movements to the hypnotized brain, and 'see through' any illusionary technique.
Although it is a powerfull jutsu, it consumes a lot of chakra. The power of the Sharingan is judged
through the amount of dots in the person's eye.

Sharingan-Controlled Triple Windmill Blades Japanese name: Sofuushasen no Tachi
Used by: Uchiha Sasuke
Performed while using the Sharingan. Uses thin strings attached to many shuriken, kunai, etc. that the
throw wraps around the opponent and renders them immobile. The Sharingan is used to find vital points
in the opponents movement, and throw the kunai in the right location to trap them in strings. Usually
followed up by another stronger jutsu.

Bug clone skill Japanese name: Kikai bunshin no jutsu
Used by: Aburame Shino
Basically the kikai (or destruction bugs) turn into a complete and exact replica of the Aburame user.

Spiked Meat Tank Japanese name: Nikudan Hari Sensha
Used by: Akimichi Chouji
A technique in which the user goes into the Meat Tank technique and then raps Kunai Knives on a
special wire and wraps it around their body.

The attack then uses high speed to crush and impale the opponent until they get killed.
Dance of the Camellia Japanese name: Tsubaki no Mai
Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
One of the Kaguya clan's 5 special dances that Kimimaro knows. It is an attack in which he forms a bone
like a sword and thrusts it into the enemy.

Dance of the Pines Japanese name: Karamatsu no Mai
Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
This is another one of the special 5 dances of the Kaguya clan which Kimimaro knows, the attack is
devastating to the opponent since he unleashes bone spikes all over his body which can stab through
almost anything. This attacks can sprout all over his body and can also change direction and size by will.

Dance of the Clematis Japanese name: Tessenka no Mai



Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
This jutsu is one of the Kaguya clan's special 5 dances which Kimimaro knows. He focus's his chakra
and rips out his spinal cord and hardens it to a degree which it can penetrate through anything.
Kimimaro uses this just like a tail and can wrap it around his opponents and kill them and then pierces
through their body.

Double Wolf Fang Japanese name: Garouga
Used by: Inuzuka Kiba, Akamaru
A high speed tornado attack in which Kiba and Akamaru attack the opponent by scratching and clawing
at high speeds in which they cut their enemies into pieces. The speed is so fast that ithe users cannot
see, but that is no problem, Kiba and Akamaru's sense of smell leads them to their opponent. Even if
they barely miss the target the extreme spin still slices the target, leaving them weak for one more shot.
The technique uses a lot of chakra and energy, usually leaving the users very wiped out and tired after
with a very low amount of chakra.

Double Headed Wolf Japanese name: Sou-Tou-Rou
Used by: Inuzuka Kiba, Akamaru
The attack in which Kiba and Akamaru are both in the forum of a wolf which increases their power 10
fold. Their attacks are faster and harder and they are also impossible to stop when in this form though
because this form is so strong it also requires a lot of chakra and after this renders the user useless and
almost completely immobilized. This attack is usally a combo with the Garouga for maximum damage.

Divine Illumination Jutsu Japanese name: Amaterasu
Used by: Uchiha Itachi
A strong jutsu which can brake through Ninpou and Gamaguchi Shibori, (Toad Mouth Enclosure.) This
attack seems to be extremely strong, deadly and can only be put out with the Fuuin Jutsu Fuuka Houin
(Sealing Jutsu Law of Fire Seal).Although it can destroy almost any surface with its flames, it causes a
lot of strain on Itachi. This jutsu, thus far, was only used by Itachi when no alternative method was
avaliable.

Illusionary Underworld Moon Japanese name: Tsukuyomi
Used by: Uchiha Itachi
A special technique that can only be used by the Uchiha clan who posses the Mange Sharingan. The
technique creates an illusion which can reflect on the past or just create an illusion where Itachi does to
the target whatever he wants (ex. stick swords into the enemy's body over and over again). This
technique is used to attack the opponents mind and destroy his/her spirit. The events which go on in the
Tsukuyomi are translated into 3 days (72 hours), while in reality only 3 seconds pass. 72 hours seems to
be Itachi's limit with the illusion. This attack is another strain causer on the Itachi and if used more then
once, it can tire him out.

Dance of the Seedling Ferns Japanese name: Sawarabi no Mai
Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
This attack is one in which the Kaguya clan forms bones into spikes and then bursting them out of their
body making sure to impale their enemies with quick ease. Their also able to travel out in a huge area.
The attack also allows the Kaguya clan to merge with the bones and travel to a specific bone and come
out of that bone to create a surprise attack.



Dance of the Willows Japanese name: Yanagi no Mai
Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
One of the attacks which involve the Blood Line limit technique of of the Kaguya clan's Meta-Morphic
bones which only Kimimaro knows. This is one of the special 5 dances in which he pulls out a sword
made out of one of his bones and attacks extremely fast.The technique is a fast thrust technique but at
the same time can be used to fend off attack from all around him by unleashing a huge wave with his
sword in a circular motion.

Finger Bullets Japanese name: Hessendan
Used by: Kaguya Kimimaro
A technique in which a Kaguya clan member shoots its finger tips like bullets at the opponent at high
speeds.

Partial Double Size Technique Japanese name: Buban Baika no jutsu
Used by: Akimichi Chouji
A technique in which the user increases the size of a part of their body to increase the power and range
of the attack with that individual part of their body.

Super Double Size Technique Japanese name: Chou Baika no jutsu
Used by: Akimichi Chouji
A bloodline limit technique in which the user increases their body size by double the size to become a
giant like figure with unparallel human strength.

Mangekyou Sharingan

Japanese name: Mangekyou Sharingan
Used by: Uchiha Itachi, Hatake Kakashi
The Mangekyou Sharingan is the advanced form of the Uchiha clan's bloodline limit: "The Sharingan".
It's the Uchiha clan's most powerfull eye-technique, if not the deadliest technique shown in Naruto so far.
It's a very rare technique, and it's said only a true member of the Uchiha clan is able to obtain it. The
only way to obtain it is by murdering your closest friend. In Kakashi's case it's slightly different, since
Uchiha Obito sacrificed himself to save him. Kakashi's Mangekyou Sharingan also differs from
appearance with Itachi's. It's obvious that the Mangekyou Sharingan surpasses the ordinary Sharingan,
but there are some side effects. It puts a strain on the user's eyes, and if used too much the user can go
blind. It also requires an enourmous amount of chakra, in Kakashi's case even more since he's not a
natural Sharingan user. Once the Mangekyou Sharingan is activated the user can temporaraly render
his opponent unconscious, and is able to use 3 new techniques. Tsukuyomi, Amaterasu and another yet
to be revealed technique. The Tsukoyomi traps the target in a nightmare-like state, where the target is
tortured for what feels like 72 hours (3 days) to him or her, but in reality is just 1 second. The second
skill, the Amatarasu, creates black flames that can burn through any surface or object. Uchiha Itachi and
Hatake Kakashi are the only ones we've seen it use so far, but there's also an unknown Uchiha
Mangekyou Sharingan user that Itachi mentioned to Sasuke when he left the Hidden Leaf Village.
Sasuke is the only other potential Mangekyou Sharingan user, but him possessing the Mangekyou
Sharingan would involve killing his best friend, Uzumaki Naruto

Divination Field, 128 Strikes Japanese name: Hakke Hyaku Ni Ju Hashou
Used by: Hyuuga Neji



Basically the same as "Divination Field, 64 Strikes", only with more strikes, closing more chakra holes.
Using "The Byakugan", the user is able to see the chakra points on a person's body. Utilizing Hyuuga’s
Taijutsu Style, the user closes all main chakra holes with quick blows, stopping the flow of chakra
through one's body. This technique delivers 128 strikes, instead of the normal 64. Closing 128 chakra
holes instead of 64. Leaving the opponent with even less chakra if any. Neji's stance is also different
then the stance he takes on with the "Divination Field, 64 Strikes".

Divination Field, Air Palm Japanese name: Hakke Kuushou
Used by: Hyuuga Neji
A Hyuuga Style Gentle Fist technique. The user gathers chakra into the palm of their hand and thrust
their palm towards the target, sending a blast of compressed chakra and air toward the target. Knocking
back the target.



3 - Wepons And Hidden Villages

Shuriken
Ninja stars, you have big ones and small ones. With the big ones you can attack a person head on,
while the little ones are just for keeping people at bay. Rarely will a shuriken really kill someone. It's sort
of a sub weapon which is used to, in most cases, loose enemy pursuers. All ninjas have the small ones,
the big ones are used as a main weapon. F.e Mizuki used it in first episode.

Kunai knives
The weapon of choice for most genins, and a good weapon at it. It can be thrown like a shuriken, but
can also be used as a close combat weapon. Most ninjas carry more then one of them, and are trained
to use the weapon effectively.

Knuckle knives
Sarutobi Asuma uses these. It's a combination between brass knuckles and a knife. Asuma extends his
blades using his chakra, and the chakra edges act as hidden weapons. When an enemy misjudges the
distance, and can't figure out the secret to Asuma's blades, he will most likely die. It can also act as a
defence against swords.

Swords
Though most ninjas rely solely on jutsus and kunai knives. Some use a sword to aid them in their
attacks, some use short swords, some use special swords. f.e Gekkou Hayate's katana, Orochimaru's
and Sasuke's Kusanagi. More info about these can be found in their character biography.

Bombs
You basically have three types of bombs, smoke bombs, poisonous gas bombs, and light bombs. The
smoke bomb is just your ordinary smoke bomb, it's used to conceal yourself, or escape from battle. And
of course a poisonous gas bomb releases a poison which is not to be breathed in. While a light bomb is
used to blind a person, just look at it like a flash grenade.

Exploding tags
Pieces of paper with the Japanese character 'Baku', which means 'explode' written on top it. Usually
goes at the end of a kunai knife, and blows up after a certain amount of time. But these tags can be
placed as easily on any other item.

Medical and poison needles
Thin needles can be used for medical purposes, acupuncture to be more exactly. But just as easy as it
can be used as an offence weapon. You can just throw them, or use some kind of needle launcher like
Shizune. Shizune even launches poision tipped needles at her opponent. Besides Shizune Haku seems
the only one to use them. She creates them from water, and controls them using her advanced
bloodline.

Puppets
The idea of using puppets in battle was developed in the Hidden Sand Village. Puppeteer ninjas use



chakra strings from their fingers to their puppets to operate them. The puppet itself can be upgraded with
many weapons and tools. In most cases the puppet master remains hidden while the puppet moves and
attacks the target. Kankurou and Chiyo use them, but Sasori takes it to a new level. Read more about it
in his character biography.

Fan
A destructive offensive fan which produces high force wind attacks using the user's chakra. It can also
be used for people to get airborne, or for defense. It's a good weapon, but it drains a lot of chakra and
needs a lot of strength to be properly wielded. Temari is the only known user of this type of weapon.

Gourd
This should hold water, but Gaara has it filled with sand. It's the source to Gaara's strength and
techniques. By using his chakra he holds the sand from the gourd, and manipulates it. He can wrap it
around an enemy, and then suffocate him or her - create sand bunshins - create sand shurikens etc. It's
his on the fly sand, and acts as his backup sand in case he's fighting in an environment that doesn't
provide him with sand.

Scrolls
Not only are scrolls useful for taking notes. They can also be used as sealing scrolls, which are used to
seal and contain things that might be dangerous. Or as a summoning scroll, which is used by many
ninjas to summon creatures or objects. In order to use them it requires some of the summoner's blood.

Staffs / poles
Blunt weapons which are good for deflecting and defending. Only staff so far was the monkey king
Enma when he transformed into a diamond-hard pole for the Third. It's the Third Hokage's weapon of
choice, and could alter its length and width at will. Ten Ten does summon some Bo staffs using her
weapon scroll at some point, but it's just one of the many ninja weapons she summons.

Sonic blasters
Hollow air tubes build into the palms of the user's hands to allow chakra to force out tremendous
amounts of sound pressure. Its attacks are strong enough to crack a stone and wipe out everything in its
path. Abumi Zaku is the only one we've seen using it so far.

Bells
A genjutsu weapon which makes illusions of the enemy and puts you under high hysteria or
hallucinations by hearing its sound. Kin used this weapon to fight Shikamuru in the preliminaries during
the chuinin exam.

Broad sword
Zabuza's weapon is much like Cloud's (from Final Fantasy 7) buster sword. A heavy weapon which is
able to literally cut almost anything into two. Though it has an immense and brute attacking power, it has
the draw back of being heavy and being difficult to carry around all day long.

Samehade
Samehade is the weapon that Hoshigaki Kisame wields. The name means 'Shark Skin', which is ironic
as Kisame looks like a shark himself. The blade is not meant to 'Slice', it's meant to 'Shave' people. For
that reason it has very sharp fins, and no real blade to actually slice.



Sickle & chain
The sickle & chain is a weapon that is worn by two people. The two are connected by a spiked chain that
can quite easily cut anything in two. The chain can be detachted so the users may move father away
from each other. And the wielders each wear a large, metal gauntlet with poisonous claws. When using
this weapon, you basically try to surround your opponent with the chain, and once your apponent has
been trapped, you cut him or her into several pieces.

Warrior pills
Warrior pills are pills which enhance a ninja's abilities. The pills the Akimichi clan and Inuzuka clan use
are specialized for just their type of fighting style. The Akimichi clan uses three types of pills, each one
having a different effect on the user. But each one causing immense stress on the body, it's possible to
die from taking one too many. The Inuzuka clan uses pills to enhance their smell or merge with their
particular animal, such as dogs or wolfs.

Gamabunta's daggers
Gamabunta has two daggers, they are quite strong, and bigger than some of the tallest trees. We've see
him using the daggers during the Sannin battle, and in Naruto's fight against Gaara fully

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Hidden Villages

Leaf Village
Located in the land of Fire, Hidden Leaf Village (also called Konoha) is the largest and most powerful of
all Hidden Shinobi Villages, despite the fact that the land of Fire isn't the largest country. But due to the
hidden village's large population, its military presence is very powerful.

The Leaf's most distinguishing characteristic is the mountain overlooking the village. It has the faces of
every Hokage incarved in it. Tsunade's face is added sometime during the timeskip.

Nine-Tailed Demon Fox
13 years ago, the Hidden Leaf Village was attacked by the Nine-Tailed Demon Fox (Kyubi). Causing
much destruction and killing many of the village's shinobi. It was eventually defeated and sealed into the
newborn child Uzumaki Naruto by the village's most powerful shinobi and leader, the 4th Hokage. The
4th Hokage died soon after the battle ended, because of the Ninjutsu he used. Sacrificing his own ife
and fulfilling his duty as the village's Hokage.

Since that time, power has returned to the 3rd Hokage, who is later on killed by Orochimaru during the
combined attack of both the conspiring Hidden Sand and Orochimaru's Hidden Sound. Tsunade, one of
the Legendary Sannin takes on the role of the Figth Hokage at that point.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sand Village~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sand Village



Located in the Wind Country, the Hidden Sand Village is one of the top 5 greatest Shinobi countries.
Being one of the 5 great countries, this village is ruled by a kage, namely the Kazekage. At the
beginning of the series, it's Gaara's father who holds the title of 4th Kazekage.

In an attempt to scale down the country's military presence, the lord of the wind country has cut back on
the Sand Village's budget. Furthermore, he has commissioned tasks normally reserved for the county's
own hidden village to the Hidden Leaf Village, raising speculation of an attempt to dissolve the Sand
Village.

Breaking the peace
To re-establish the Sand Village, Kazekage teams up with the Sound Village and plans to attack the
Leaf Village, breaking their piece treaty. This surprise attack is foiled by the Shinobi of Konoha, and the
4th Kazekage is later on killed by Orochimaru. Orochimaru take's the Kazekage's identity in order to get
close to the 3th Hokage during the third stage of the Chuunin exam. After the failed attack the Hidden
Sand re-allies with Konoha, and acknowledges Gaara as the Fifth Kazekage.

One-Tailed Shukaku
The Hidden Sand Village is also the village that has the Shukaku, one of the tailed beasts. Shukaka is
said to be the corrupted spirit of a Sand monk turned demon, and was originally sealed inside a
teakettle. The last host for Shukaku was Gaara.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mist village~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Mist Village
Located in the land of Water, the Hidden Mist Village is one of the top 5 greatest Shinobi countries. The
village's Kage carries the title of Mizukage. Being located in the land of Water, all of their jutsus are
based on water techniques. Not much more is known about this village. Although it was commonly
referred to by other villages as 'Bloody Mist Village' for its rumored brutality.

This is also the village where Zabuza and Haku originated from before they abandoned the land. The
training customs of the village were revealed from Zabuza's childhood. The final exam to becoming a
genin was different, and much more brutal, from the exam the students in Leaf Village had to take. The
Hidden Mist was also the home of the famous Kaguya clan, a clan with Kimimaro Kaguya as its soul
survivor.

Bloody Mist Village
In order for a Ninja Academy student to graduate and become a Genin in the Hidden Mist Village, he or
she had to fight, with one of the same friends they trained with, to the death. But all of this had to be
changed 10 years ago when one of that year's students, who failed to pass the preliminary exam, went
beserk and killed over 100 peers without hesitation. This child was called Momochi Zabuza. After the
incident they changed the final exam for the graduating class. In chapter 303 Yamato states that Sai was
also subjected to this method of training in preparation to serve under Danzo's Root division.

Seven Swordsmen of the Mist
The strongest and most famous ninjas of the hidden Mist, are known as the Seven Swordsmen of the



Mist. All of its members wield a unique weapon. Momochi Zabuza, Hoshigaki Kisame and Raiga
Kurosuki are the only known members at this time. Out of those three only Kisame is still alive at the
moment. The identities of the other four are still unknown.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~WaterFall Village~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Waterfall Village
The Hidden Waterfall Village is a very small village that we've only seen in Naruto's Jump Festa 2004 so
far. Because this village is so small and has very few (strong) shinobi, it's build behind a Waterfall -
hence 'The Hidden Waterfall Village'. Only its inhabitants know the village's entrance.

The Hidden Waterfall Village has no Kage, but they have something called the Hero Water to help them
protect their village. It's some sort of holy water which is extracted from the great tree (located in the
Hidden Waterfall Village) every one hundred years. It is suposed to tenfold the user's chakra, and aid the
'heroes' in protecting their village in times of battle.

The hero water
However, this water is a double-edged sword, altough it increases one's chakra, it also eats away your
liveforce at the same time. Only the young ones (most of the time younger means weaker, strength
grows with experience) will be able to survive the side effects of the water. For that reason, many of the
village's shinobi have died not from battle, but from the water.

The holy water is sealed away, and it's the village's leader's duty to protect the Hero Water at all cost.
The village's leader is also called the Hero of the Hidden Falls, but the question remains: 'Would you
drink the Hero Water and throw away your life, just to save your village and be remembered as a hero?'.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sound village~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The recently formed Hidden Sound Village, located in the Sound Country. Ruled and created by
Orochimaru.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Village in the clouds

At one time the Hidden Cloud Village attempted to attack and destroy Konoha, betraying a peace treaty.
The Hidden Cloud's shinobi lost miserably.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Rain village
During the Chuunin Exam a Rain-team was wiped out by Gaara. Akatsuki member Hidan is a
missing-nin from Hidden Rain.

Rock Village

Little is known, except for their violent past with the Hidden Leaf. Akatsuki member Deidara is a



missing-nin from Hidden Rock.

Grass Village
Zetsu, an Akatsuki member, is a missing-nin from this village. He left his home village behind and joined
Akatsuki.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~



4 - Akatsuki character Info And Uchihas

Name: Akasun Sasori Age: n/a
Village: Hidden Sand Village Weight: n/a
Current rank: Missing-nin

Character biography Sasori was once part of the Hidden Sand Village, but 20 years ago he left the
village and became a missing-nin. He developed and uses many battle puppets to fight his opponent(s)
with. Even Karusu, Kuroari, and Sanshouuo, the puppets that Kankuro uses were made by Sasori.

He is a very skilled ninja, with many aces up his sleeve. He is part of Akatsuki and travels around with
Deidara as his Akatsuki partner. Before Orochimaru left Akatsuki and Deidara became Sasori's partner it
was Orochimaru who was part of a team with Sasori. Sasori is also known as "Akasun no Sasori" or "the
Scorpion of the Red Sand". He is very impatient and likes to get things done as fast as he can, he
doesn't like to let people wait or be waiting himself.

Sasori lost his parents at a young age and was left in the care of his grandmother, Chiyo. It's she who
taught him everything there is to know about puppetry. When Sasori first learned how to use this ability,
he made puppets resembling his dead parents in order to feel loved by them. He later on starts creating
human puppets (puppets made from human bodies) from opponents he thought worthy of becoming his
puppet.

His favorite puppets are Hiruko and the Third Kazekage, both shinobi from the Hidden Sand who he
kidnapped and killed to become part of his collection. Hiruko is a more defensive puppet, while through
the Third Kazekage's puppet Sasori can use the Third's unique Iron Sand ability.

But that's not all, Sasori himself is actually a puppet too, he converted his own body into a puppet. It
gives him a young appearance, and let's him control 100 puppets at once by using a mechanism on his
chest that can spin numerous chakra strings. To be able to do this he has to be able to use chakra, for
this reason his heart is preserved inside his puppet. His heart, being the only part left of his human body,
is the only way to really kill Sasori. Otherwise he'll just transfer his heart to another puppet.

Sasori is eventually killed by his grandmother Chiyo and Sakura. He is stabbed through the heart in the
form of a hug by the human puppets of Sasori's parents. After his defeat Sasori informs Sakura of his
spy within Orochimaru's ranks, Kabuto Yakushi. He tells her where and when she can meet him.

Currently deceased, killed by Sakura and chiyo, replaced by Tobi in Akatsuki.
Wore his Akatsuki ring on his left thumb.
Sasori's Akatsuki partner was Deidara.
Original Akatsuki partner was Orochimaru.

Name: Deidara



Village: Hidden Rock Village
Current rank: Missing-nin

Character biography Deidara is a missing-nin from the Hidden Rock Village who specializes in
explosives. At first it seemed unclear whether he was a he or a she, since both the third person
pronouns he and she are used to refer to Deidara. But judging from the deep masculin voice givin to him
in the anime, he's definitely a male.

He's able to manipulate clay and forms it into different animal-like shapes to attack his opponents with.
The clay is infused with chakra and is detonated from a remote distance by Deidara using the command
"Katsu", which translates into "Detonate".

The means to make this explosive clay are the mouths in the palm of each hand. All he has to do is
devour an animal or anything for that matter and he is able to copy its form. And like said he's able to
bring it to life by infusing chakra into the molded clay. Depending on how much chakra is infused he
refers to his creations from anywhere between "C1" to "C4", C4 being the strongest.

Deidara was recruited after being noticed by Akatsuki's leader, Pein, as a successful terrorist bomber for
hire. Originally Deidara refused to join Akatsuki, but after being defeated by Uchiha Itachi he was forced
to join. From that point on Deidara is determined to defeat Itachi, and searches for a way to resists
Itachi's genjutsu. During his time with Akatsuki Deidara was first teamed up with Sasori. Sasori having a
somewhat artistic ability himself earned the respect of Deidara, who always addresses him as master
Sasori. After Sasori is killed, he's paired with Tobi, a relatively young boy who tends to unintentially
irritate Deidara a lot. Despite that, Deidara tries to protect Tobi, and treats him as a diciple.

Deidara is also the one who starts the assault on the Sand village in order to abduct the Kazekage,
Gaara. He succeeds in his mission and was able to obtain the jinchuuriki Gaara. He's a long distance
fighter and isn't partically good at taijutsu as shown in his fight with Gaara. His long range attacks
however are very damaging, and since he's not your average head-on attacker he's one Akatsuki
member you do not want to underestimate. During his fight with Gaara, Deidara loses one hand, but was
able to revive it later on. Although the arm he lost escaping Kakashi's Mangekyou Sharingan technique
wasn't revivable, it was lost forever.

Just like Sasori was able to turn himself into a puppet, Deidara is able to turn himself into a human
bomb. Just like on his hands, he has a mouth on his chest which can be unsealed. Once unsealed and
provided with clay he can turn himself into a living bomb which can destroy everything in a 10 kilometer
radius. He eventually uses this technique as a last resort in his fight against Uchiha Sasuke in an
attempt to prove his art is absolute. Deidara hated the fact that it was Sasuke, and not him, who
eventually killed Orochimaru and tries to end the fight in a draw. However, Sasuke was able to survive
and Deidara just ended up blowing himself up. Deidara first appears in episode 135 stating that the
Akatsuki would eventually kill Orochimaru.

Name: Hoshigaki Kisame Age: 29
Village: Hidden Mist Village Weight: 83 kg
Current rank: Missing-nin, Jounin Length: 6'3" (195 cm)

Wears his Akatsuki ring on his left ring finger.



Kisame's Akatsuki partner is Uchiha Itachi.
A known member of the Hidden Mist's seven shinobi-gatana

Character biography Hoshigaki Kisame was introduced alongside Uchiha Itachi, as a fellow member of
the dreaded Akatsuki. Not much is known about Kisame, other than his past affiliation with Momochi
Zabuza in the Hidden Mist's Seven Legendary Swordsmen group. He has a freakish personality and an
equally freakish shark-like appearance.

He has a terrifying sword he calls Samehada, which is basicaly a chakra-absorbing sword that cuts
through his opponent's chakra by absorbing the chakra around it. The amount of chakra it can absorb is
unclear, but seems to be unlimited. Kisame's Samehada is of comparable size to Zabuza Momochi's
chopping blade, but rather than slicing its intended victim, it rips them apart like the teeth of a shark.
Kisame is also the only one that is able to wield his Samehada. When Maito Gai attempted to use the
Samehada against Kisame, the sword responded by attacking Gai's hand with spikes coming out of the
handle.
Kisame loves to fight, and was eager to fight Asuma, Kurenai, and Gai at the same time, but was
disappointed when Itachi ordered a retreat. He is fearless, and not afraid to use his Samehada liberally.
He uses water-based jutsus and is able to create water from nothing, turning any battleground into a
lake, enabling him to use even stronger water-based jutsus. Kisame's amount of chakra is said to be the
largest in Akatsuki. Truly someone to be cautious of, if not terrified of. As an Akatsuki member Kisame
was assigned to capture the host of the four-tailed beast, an assignment he already succeeded in.

Name:Uchiha Itachi Age: 17-18
Village: Hidden Leaf Village Weight: 57 kg
Current rank: Missing-nin, Jounin Length: 5'7" (175 cm)

Age 20 in Shippuuden.
Wears his Akatsuki ring on his right ring finger.
Itachi's Akatsuki partner is Kisame.

Character biography Uchiha Itachi is one of the last of the Uchiha clan, he graduated from the chuunin
selection exam at the age of 10, and when he was 13 he already became an ANBU Captain. Together
with his brother, Uchiha Sasuke, they're supposably the only ones still alive after the Clan's massacre.
Their clan, once praised as the strongest clan in Leaf village, was viscously wiped out by none other
then Itachi himself. Itachi, a genius praised as the clan's future, killed all his family in a single night.
Everybody except for Sasuke, he was left alive in order to avenge the clan. As Itachi himself stated: "At
the moment you aren't even worth killing. My foolish little brother. If you want to kill me, despise me, hate
me, live a loathsome life and cling to life. And then some day, when you have the same eyes as I do,
come before me".

Itachi, being an Uchiha member, has the feared Sharingan bloodline ability. An eye-technique used to
copy an opponent's techniques, and see through their movement. Itachi, having fully mastered the
"Sharigan Eye", is able to use the clan's ultimate eye-technique: "Mangekyou sharigan".

After the incident Itachi left the Leaf, and became a missing-nin. The reason why Itachi let Sasuke live
and revealed the Mangekyou Sharigan's secret is unclear. It may be because only a Mangekyou
sharigan user can kill him, and he wished to be killed by his brother. Or perhaps he really let him live



because he thought he wasn't even worth killing. Either way, he forced his brother to live a painfull life,
swearing that he will avenge the clan and kill Itachi. The reason why he murdered all members of the
Uchiha clan is also not known. Although he said it was to test his ability, it's strange that Itachi already
seemed to have joined Akatsuki prior to the killing. Itachi also informs Sasuke about a second
Mangekyou sharigan user besides himself.

Itachi is currently a member of the organization "Akatsuki", an organization comprised of "Sly S-Rank
Criminals" as Kakashi stated. Their ultimate goal is unknown, but we do know they're after the jinchuuriki
and Itachi and his partner Kisame were ordered to track down the Kyuubi (The Nine Tailed Fox Demon)
jinchuuriki, and take him back with them. In other words, they were ordered to kidnap Naruto, the host in
which the Kyuubi was sealed. Some time after Itachi joined Akatsuki Orochimaru tries to take over
Itachi's body, but fails and ends up having his hand severely damaged. After this incident Orochimaru
leaves the organization.

Itachi first appeared in episode 80, where we breifly veiwed him and Kisame observing the ruined Leaf
village, after Orochimaru's invasion. Itachi and Kisame get detected by Kakashi who is defeated by Itachi
quite easily using the Mangekyou Sharingan. Kakashi being defeated so easily, searches for a way to
counter the Mangekyou Sharigan. We have yet to see Itachi's true power, but considering his Sharingan
and the fact that he's very skilled with genjutsu and ninjutsu makes him a force to be wreckend with.

Zetsu
Village: Hidden Grass Village
Current rank: Missing-nin

Zetsu is a missing-nin from the Hidden Grass Village and currently serves as a spy and cleanup crew for
the Akatsuki organization. He disposes of bodies not meant to be found (he eats them, he's a cannibal)
and acts as a lookout a lot. His position in Akatsuki is unclear, since other members sometimes talk to
him as if he's a higher ranked Akatsuki member. He has a giant Venus Flytrap around his head and
shoulders, but what this exactly is and does is unknown. It could be a summon, or some kind of parasite.
We also hear Zetsu talking to himself a lot, he seems to have a split personality. And since his face is
half black, and half white on the other side, this is probably the case. He has his Akatasuki ring (boar) on
his right little finger and first appears in Naruto watching the fight between Naruto and Sasuke. Much
else isn't known about Zetsu, he remains a mysterious Akatsuki member.

Uchiha Obito Age: 13
Village: Hidden Leaf Village
Current rank: Chuunin

Deceased, died while saving Kakashi.
It's his sharingan eye Kakashi possesses

Obito is one of the late Uchiha ninjas who was on the same team as Kakashi. Obito shares very similar
qualities with Naruto and is in a way Naruto to Obito as Sasuke is as to Kakashi.

Obito is a strong hearted ninja of Konoha and has always dreamed of being a great ninja like the rest of
his Uchiha clan. Except that he lacks in many skills of a ninja and is looked down upon and made fun of
by his team member Kakashi.



Obito shares many similar techniques custom to the Uchiha clan such as Katon and others, he though
does have some type of eye problems and is always late to his missions and constantly makes up
excuses that are very similar to Kakashi's. Obito is also a ninja who has great heart for his team mates
and will die for them and do what ever it takes to help them, to him a team mate who doesn't care about
his friends is even worse then trash. A line used frequently also by Kakashi.

Obito sadly meets his end by trying to help his friends and his body is crushed by a earth cave in
technique. While he is near death his newly acquired sharingan is given to Kakashi as a gift for being
promoted to Jounin level . After this we see nothing more of Obito but Obito plays a very vital role in the
life of Kakashi and helps him open his eyes and is the one who forged the Kakashi we know today.

Uchiha Sasuke Age: 12-13
Village: Hidden Leaf Village Weight: 93 lbs
Current rank: Missing-nin, Genin Length: 4'11"
Age 15 in Shippuuden

Character biography
Sasuke is one of the few survivors of the Uchiha Clan, one of the most powerful clans of the Leaf
Village. He is the number one rookie genin and is considered a genius. Sasuke has a very mysterious
and bloody past, and his only goal in life is revenge.

Sasuke is a dark and serious kid. This makes him look cool to all of the girls in his class, but he doesn't
care about that. Sasuke only cares about revenge, and to do this he needs to become strong, very
strong. The exact reason for his lust for vengeance is still unknown, but it does have something to do
with his elder brother and parents. His father and Mother along with the entire Uchiha clan other than
Sasuke were murdured by his older brother Itachi. Sasuke has sworn to take revenge and kill Itachi. He
was willing to do anything to get enough power to do so.

Sasuke is teamed up with Naruto and Sakura. At first Sasuke wasn't to happy about his little group, with
Sakura having a huge crush on him and Naruto being the number one loudest ninja of the Leaf Village.
But after some life and death battles they fought together Sasuke came to respect them. Especially
Naruto, at first Sasuke thougt of Naruto as a loser, but then Naruto saved his life in the battle against
Haku and Zabuza. Naruto defeated an enemy Sasuke himself couldn't handle. His pride was hurt, but he
started to respect Naruto and started seeing him as his rival rather then some useless loser.

Because Sasuke is a descendant of the Uchiha Clan he possesses it's Bloodline. This gives him the
ability to use the Sharingan. With his Sharingan, Sasuke is able to see through an opponent's strategy
and counter it. He is also able to copy moves with it and improve them, like he did with one of Lee's
TaiJutsu moves. If you ad up the fact that Sasuke was already a very talented ninja even before he
could use his Sharingan, you have a very powerful ninja who improves really fast and has even greater
potential.
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